Abstract. In this paper we present a novel method to mine the correlations of events in sensor networks to extract correlation patterns of sensors' behaviors by using an unsupervised algorithm based on a hash table. The goal is to discover anomalous events in a large sensor network where its structure is unknown. Our algorithm enables users to select the correlation confidence level and only display the significant event correlations. Our experiment results show that it can discover significant event correlations in both continuous and discrete signals from heterogeneous sensor networks. The applications include smart building design and large network data mining.
Introduction
Discovering salient correlations between events in a large sensor network is valuable for reducing the number of sensors, unnecessary communication and energy consumption. For example, if we know the relations between temperature and humidity we can predict humidity through temperature. Sensors corresponding to humidity can then be removed from a smart building.
Kun-Chent [7] proposes a smart control algorithm to naturally adjust the thermal quality of the environment according to the interior and exterior environmental factors and the behavior of the inhabitants. They analyze correlations between sensors that are known in advance. In Kay's system [10] a user can pose a query to the system using a declarative language. Such a query defines the local events of interest and additional constraints on the sought for frequently occurring event patterns. In this system the frequent patterns are discovered only through some sensors so the calculation resources are constrained. What's more, it only explored the specific patterns of the user's query and did not display relations between sensors automatically. It can't predict events which will emerge in following time interval. Kay [14] focuses on embedded system pattern discovery which characterize the spatial and temporal correlations between events. It only defined the support parameter which is really not enough to discover correlations between events.
Here we address correlations in sensor networks by using an event-driven model for improving efficiency and effectiveness. We extract valuable patterns which are representative patterns of closed patterns [17] instead of complete patterns. Our contributions include: 1) discovering the significant patterns without necessary user specified support definitions, 2) prioritizing event correlations instead of complete correlations, and 3) visualizing the key event correlations in a network diagram.
Related work
Mining for correlations [5] is recognized as an extremely important data mining task for its many advantages over data mining using association rules. Instead of discovering co-occurrence patterns in data as does association rule mining, correlation mining identifies the underlying dependency from the data set itself. Those infrequent but significant patterns that are too expensive to be revealed by association rule mining can now be discovered using correlation mining techniques. Zhang [3] discussed how to find two correlation sets. It can extract correlation between multiple series through a variable time window. But obviously it can't find a dynamic correlation. For example we might know that sometimes the motion of people can lead to the light being turned on. If in a short time there is a high dB sound present, the light can be also turned on. This is a burst event. Zhang's approach [3] couldn't find the correlations because there is a very short time correlation between the acoustic event and light being turned on. Indeed, acoustics and light have strong correlation too. Mattew [1] addresses the problem of online detection of unanticipated modes of mechanical failure given a small set of time series under normal conditions, with the requirement that the anomaly detection model be manually verifiable and modifiable. Ke [4] described the relations between the association rule and correlation. The correlation can be obtained when the parameter "support" is ignored by the defined association rule. It will introduce complex time questions and dramatically increases the memory demand if there are lots of items in data set when ignoring the support parameter. Sometimes the value of each attribute is not only of a Boolean type.
How to get exact patterns among attributes of a non-Boolean type presents a scientific challenge. Edith Cohen [6] found interesting associations without support pruning efficiently by using a compressing transformation to get an estimation matrix and then verified the validation of the transformation. Indeed it can find correlations between two columns which hold sparse data efficiently. But it is only for Booleantype and only for correlations of two columns. With real-world data we need to extract relations between multiple columns like our sensor data set.
Problem Definition and Algorithm
In this study, there are over 200 sensors; here we only choose 6 of them . They are acoustic, light, motion, temperature, CO2, humidity. The sensors' names are abbreviated by their respective first initials (Acoustic=a, Light=l, Motion=m, Temp=t, Co2=c and Humidity=h).
a. Decreasing memory usage
We in fact needn't load the entire data set into the memory because the data set contains sparse data. We will maintain as static the rows which have concurrence events. Since we know that it is a very sparse data set with strong relations among the sensor data set, the emerging event states should have some relations that should be revealed according to common sense. The entire data space could also be compressed using common sense. We use the following data structure to compress our entire data set in a hash table. From Table 1 we see that the same event string can be assigned the same key and their frequency would be incremented. The whole data set can be compressed like a FP-Growth [16] algorithm in which it compresses data set through FP-tree structure. This is verified using statistics from our entire data sets. Thirty nine patterns including various events took place in 83979 records of six sensors in two months from a real data set. Thirty nine patterns would be loaded into the memory for confidence calculation according to the event sets relation. The satisfied confidence between emerging events set is stored. So it needs only few memory spaces to hold all valuable patterns and we can work only on the compressed data set in hash table.
b. Problem Definition
Here we assumed we have events sets { , ,... ..., } Here we assume
. For pair events we will have followed relations. Full-Contained-relation: all emerging events in an event set are all contained in another event set. For example 1
a is contained in { , } a c . Disjoint relations: any emerging event in an event set is not contained in another event set. For example 2 E and 4 E .. Part-containing-relation: At least one but not all events which took place in one set are contained in another event set which hold at least one different event with previous event set. For example 2 E and 3
For each pair of event sets in matrix (1) we will define an operator between them as follows. Events which can't meet the minimum confidence will lead to pruning of their superset. We can summarize our algorithm below as algorithm 1 which incorporates a data preprocess algorithm from [11] .
Full-Contained-relation
Algorithm 1: Input: min_confidence, cycle, time_slot, support. //cycle, time_slot, support is referred from [11] Output: correlation between sensors. 1. data preprocess 2. Extract all co-occur events in the data set and add to Hashtable which key is the event set, and value is the emergence frequencies of combination events. 
Performance study
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm and report the results that we have obtained using a real-world data set.
a. Experimental Results
First, we evaluate our algorithm 1. In algorithm 1 we set the cycle=5 and time_slot=5 minutes and support=0.1, support =0.3, support =0.5, support =0.9, support =1 respectively. Let X axis represents the patterns turn. Y axis represents the confidence between two event sets. See Figure 1 . From the comparison of figure in Fig.1 , we can easily find that our sensors indeed have strong correlations as the support increases. When support=0.9 and 1 the relations are very obvious between sensors. From figure 1.e and 1.f we find that our sensors have strong correlations and have weak correlation. They have obvious group features between sensors but figure 1.a and figure 1.b are not obvious in displaying group features because support is too low. We can get effective results through our algorithm 1. From figure 1.e and 1.f we can find clustered information in which sensors can be considered as a strong correlation group. We cannot get the relation between t and h in either an apriori algorithm or FP-Growth algorithm when we set support=0.1.
The performance of our algorithm is tested using a laptop in which the CPU processor is 1.50 GHZ, memory is 760M. We split our real dataset into 6 parts (A,2),(B,5),(C,8),(D,10),(E,13), (X,Y) represents size of data set X is Y megabyte. Figure 10 gives the running time of algorithm 1 when confidence =0.1, 0.3, 0.7. As the confidence threshold increases and data size increases, our pruning effect is much more obvious. Our algorithm performs almost linear in time except for the memory limitation.
We use algorithm 1 to exploit a public data set [15] . First we extracted this public data set based on table 2. We list discovered key patterns that are described in table 3.
We can find that variance has strong relations between each other in the same sensor. And we also get a stronger correlation than others between t and v which has been declared by [15] . 
Visualization of Event Correlations
The correlated sensor events can be visualized as a tree shape. Here we set our support parameter 1, confidence is 0.3, cycle is 5 and time_slot=8. We get the whole event set state diagram. From figure 3we found some noise existing in it according to common sense. Even though we employed a noise cleaning algorithm from [11] like , l c m → , c is obviously an occasion event according to common sense since CO2 is a colorless gas which has no effect upon either lighting or motion sensors. We present algortihm2 to compress our patterns. We get our concise state diagram of Figure 4 through algorithm2 as follows. Compared the tree structures between the images in Fig. 3 and 4 , the state relation is suppressed and present more meaning relations in our sensor network according to commonsense.
Conclusions
We here present a novel method to extract correlations from a large number of sensors instead of using a traditional method based on an apriori algorithm and pattern growth [16] method. Our method is event-driven and discovers specific valuable patterns instead of a complete pattern set. We incoporate the algorithm from [11] within algorithm 1 in sensor networks to improve efficiency for discovering concise and accurately correlated patterns. We reclean noise from patterns and show concise and meaningful patterns through state diagram illustration. Our experiments verify that our novel method is both highly effective and efficient.
